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MEETINGS
The WW4WDC meets on the 3rd Tuesday of each month at
Wagga RSL Club
Corner Kincaid & Dobbs Streets
Wagga Wagga NSW 2650

Upcoming meetings:
Tuesday 18 October
Tuesday 15 November

Commencing 7:30pm

CONTACT US

LIFE MEMBERS

secretary.wagga4wdc@gmail.com

Gil & Margaret MATHEW
George (dec) & Marilyn COCHRANE

www.facebook.com/WaggaWagga4WDClub
www.wagga4wdclub.org
PO Box 5842, Wagga Wagga, NSW, 2650

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
Email us for more information
treasurer.wagga4wdc@gmail.com
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The Wagga Wagga Four Wheel Drive Club (WW4WDC)
was established in January 1978 and is one of the
longest running 4WD clubs in Australia.
Our club is affiliated with Four Wheel Drive NSW & ACT
(the Association of Four Wheel Drive Clubs) and promotes
Tread Lightly and the Code of Ethics of Four Wheel Drive
Australia.
Our clubs Code of Conduct ensures we promote safe and
responsible four wheel driving and a positive approach to
conservation at all times.
Our members have the opportunity to appreciate and
enjoy the outdoors through our many coordinated 4WD
touring adventures, both locally and throughout
Australia, and our regular social activities.

Cover Photo; Gunbower State Forest; Koondrook, Vic; Photo: Paul
Summers
Back Page: Kryffin Reserve, Mulwala; Photo: Graham Richter

CLUB SUPPORTERS

Thanks to the following organisations for their
support of our club during the past year

Anaconda
BBQ's Galore
South West Trailers
Tyreworld

PRESIDENTS UPDATE
Hi Folks,
Welcome to our September issue of TrackChat.
Inside are trip reports from the Murray River Bridges
Tour, Winch Maintenence at the QTA and Snow chasing
in the Vic High Country.
Big thanks to Paul Kingdom and John Kent for running
a very popular winch information session at the Quarry
Training Area
Upcoming activities are a Murrumbidgee River camp
ground tour between Wagga Wagga and Gundagai led
by Sam Millie. Also a trip to Willandra National Park
and surrrounds led by Phil Thornton.
The Popular Paddock to Plate trip to Lake Cargellico is
on again thanks to Jim Simpson. The folks out there
really appreciated our previous visit to their area.

The Wagga Wagga Gears and Beers Cycling event is also running this October long weekend,
so we will be looking for volunteers to provide support vehicles and trailers for the riders. A
generous donation from Rotary to the Club is usually offered. Michael O'Reilly has kindly
offered again to lead the activity. Please register your interest with him ASAP, not long to go.
Thanks gents for putting up your hands for these trips.... heaps of other activity information
sheets in this issue.
Spring is in the air...great time to hit the tracks!!

Remember… Rule No.1 is to have fun.
Yours in 4WDing,
Alan Pottie

ANNOUNCEMENTS; Guest Speaker for September Club Meeting
Folks,
We are very lucky to have the company of Denise Crouch, Lead Community Safety
Partner with Transport for NSW ( Formerly Roads and Maritime Services ) for a
presentation on Road safety at our September Club meeting
A few comments from Denise by way of introduction...
" For the past fourteen years I have been working with the community implementing
behavioural road safety initiatives to embed a shared responsibility approach to road
safety.
We all can help make our roads safer by making safe decisions on the road and sharing
the road with other road users. All road users in NSW should be able to arrive safely at
their destinations.
The human body can only withstand limited forces in a crash before this results in a
fatality or serious injury. NSW has adopted the Safe Systems approach to road safety.
By continuing to implement strategies to change road user behaviour, improve our
roads and vehicles the aim is reduce of the number of people killed or seriously injured
on our roads. "

Denise Crouch
Lead Community Safety Partner, Riverina Murray
Community and Place
Regional and Outer Metropolitan
Transport for NSW

ACTIVITY; Murray River Bridges Tour; Day 1 by Ian Davidson 12th August
After a rainy night, 9 vehicles met at the
appointed time at Jubilee Park: Sam Millie
(Hilux), Alan Pottie (Prado), Susan Schraenkler
(Hilux), Jim & Catherine McCracken (Ranger),
Kevin Skerry (Patrol), Danny & Hannah Davey
with their 2 little ones (Patrol), Graham
Richter (Ranger), Paul Summers & Maria Bryce
(Pajero) and me (Hilux).
Following the briefing we set off, first stop
Holbrook then to our first bridge at Jingellic,
where we were also joined by Peter & Norma
Arnold (‘Cruiser). After a short run along River
Rd we reached the headwaters of Lake Hume
on our way to our second crossing of the
Murray, the Wymah Ferry. Continuing along
Murray River Rd we enjoyed the expansive
views of the lake, crossing back to NSW at the
Bethanga Bridge (#3 crossing), an appealing
steel arch bridge reminiscent of the Sydney
Harbour Bridge, on our way to the Hume
Weir, where we were joined by Steve & Jo
Cottom (‘Cruiser + van).
The group now comprising 10 vehicles
including two with a camper trailer or
caravan, it took just on an hour for all to
cross to the Victorian side, so we took
advantage of the delay to have smoko.
After a short break there we continued on into
Albury and crossing #4, Bonegilla Island
Bridge where we did a quick loop and back
again. Here we had our first and only bogging
of the trip, Steve’s Landcruiser & big caravan
combo coming to a stop in a greasy boghole…
however it only took a minute or so for a
self-recovery and we were on our way again.

ACTIVITY; Murray River Bridges Tour; Day 1 by Ian Davidson (cont)
We then made our way through Albury,
skipping Heywoods, Union and the Spirit of
Progress Bridges, to the Riverina Highway and
on to Howlong (crossing #5) where we again
crossed into Vic for the short section to
Corowa which is blessed with two bridges,
Federation Bridge (#6) opened in 2004 and
the iron lace John Foord Bridge (#7) opened in
1893. Here we stopped for a short break
while Sam & Alan pointed out some of the
features of this historic crossing. It was also
interesting to read about the customs duties
that needed to be paid for each person or
animal that crossed the river prior to
Federation.
Now on the Murray Valley Highway to
Yarrawonga and its steel truss bridge
completed in 1918 (#8). Plan A was to camp
at the NSW NPWS Mulwala Camping Area,
but due to flooding the campground was
closed so Plan B was implemented with a
short drive to Kyffins Reserve, arriving about
4:30.
Here we found a nice flat grassy expanse to
set up camp. A couple of others were also
camped nearby but the area was large
enough for us all to coexist without impacting
each other. Although there were no facilities
here it was a lovely spot right on the banks of
Lake Mulwala. As a nice campfire was
starting to take the chill of the air Grant & Jo
Gablonski (Colorado + camper) with their 2
dogs arrived, so now we were 12.
It was a pleasant if chilly evening with the
usual conviviality around the campfire after a
good day.
Thanks to Sam & Alan for a well-prepared
and informative trip.

ACTIVITY; Murray River Bridges Tour; Day 1 by Ian Davidson (cont)
We then made our way through Albury,
skipping Heywoods, Union and the Spirit of
Progress Bridges, to the Riverina Highway and
on to Howlong (crossing #5) where we again
crossed into Vic for the short section to
Corowa which is blessed with two bridges,
Federation Bridge (#6) opened in 2004 and
the iron lace John Foord Bridge (#7) opened in
1893. Here we stopped for a short break
while Sam & Alan pointed out some of the
features of this historic crossing. It was also
interesting to read about the customs duties
that needed to be paid for each person or
animal that crossed the river prior to
Federation.
Now on the Murray Valley Highway to
Yarrawonga and its steel truss bridge
completed in 1918 (#8). Plan A was to camp
at the NSW NPWS Mulwala Camping Area,
but due to flooding the campground was
closed so Plan B was implemented with a
short drive to Kyffins Reserve, arriving about
4:30.
Here we found a nice flat grassy expanse to
set up camp. A couple of others were also
camped nearby but the area was large
enough for us all to coexist without impacting
each other. Although there were no facilities
here it was a lovely spot right on the banks of
Lake Mulwala. As a nice campfire was
starting to take the chill of the air Grant & Jo
Gablonski (Colorado + camper) with their 2
dogs arrived, so now we were 12.
It was a pleasant if chilly evening with the
usual conviviality around the campfire after a
good day.
Thanks to Sam & Alan for a well-prepared
and informative trip.

ACTIVITY; Murray River Bridges Tour; Day 2 by Catherine McCracken
Observations from the tour...
The bridge makers have done an excellent
job replacing bolts, struts and making
bridges stronger and putting new paint
and steel reinforcement
months of repairs count into the Heritage
of the existing bridges which are getting
refurbished into stronger more durable
bridges to withstand traffic and make
sense of the flow over the river with two
way traffic lights , lanes, lifts and paint to
make safe crossings.
The project planning engineer and cranes
combined with road work and machinery
and ferry boats are all put to good use.
A council application is required 24 hrs in
advance to allow tall boats to pass under
the bridges safely.
Ongoing work to replace timber which
have decayed and making stronger steel &
aluminium alloy to hold concrete pillows
and road base with full tonnes of capacity
on top and not wear and age the bridge
like previous products which have been
suitable to work before the age of
hydraulics lifts and cranes.
pouring entire sections of bridges are
transformed into modern locations &
tourists walks safetly conducting both on
railing beside and over the bridges away
from traffic lanes & out of dangerous
conditions no matter what the weather.

ACTIVITY; Murray River Bridges Tour; Day 2 by Catherine McCracken
Promotions to visit sites of heritage status
are part of tourism councils and
government planning cost and require
tenders
from
companies
to
gain
permissions and grants to do work to
restore future of land and and town
connections.
The drive was Led by Sam Millie, with
many cars following in and out of Victoria
and New South Wales. We have walked
on these bridges, gained a learning into
some history before the times of
establishments as they are on colonies
today & we have seen rivers and camps,
many car parks and bridges which are all
on the side of a town commuting
populations to the land and surround
towns.
Trucks can travel on these bridges without
the structure swaying, creaking and
making parts drop down into the water .
Flooding does not affect or wash away the
bridges anymore.
The levels are at previous times enormous
and land coverage and area of water as
times have changed .
Drought has affected the land and the
flow of the river trade has slowed to
seasonal availability soaring into the
economy and delivering society river town
trades to survive on .

ACTIVITY; Murray River Bridges Tour; Day 2 by Catherine McCracken
The Echuca - Moama Wharf Tour was
both educational and the discovery of
product exposure on the transport in the
area was just enlightening to the town's
area examples of logging, meat, farms
trade, liquor, machinery & buildings, horse
and carts, steam trains and shakey
bridges which made people paddle over
just to survive the carriage age of gold
panning and location development,taxes
and local supply and demand. Haunts
and expansions through the steam age
and ferry world with a walk through town
followed.
Then out to Gunbower Island where we
swore the caravan could make it if he
could hold his fingers crossed and his
heart ( Steve and Jo Cottom )..... ahead of
the muddy water just to get into camp
through a lot of very woody tall trees with
nothing but a river around and no turning
circle to go back.
Thank god he made it to the campfire and
we all are and cooked by fire light and
river sounds.....and stayed up late by the
moonlight.
Thanks Sam and Alan and 4wd team Wagga
Wagga 4wd club it was an excellent trip!
Catherine McCracken

ACTIVITY; Murray River Bridges Tour; Day 3 by Alan Pottie
An evening of serenity combined with witty
banter in a wooded area of the Gunbower
State Forest outside Koondrook Victoria was
our campsite last night.
On leaving camp at a respectable hour next
morning via a quaint timber bridge, we made
our way back to the Barham/Koondrook
Bridge, a State Heritage Listed Timber Truss
structure across the swollen Murray River. The
bridge was almost completely re-built over
2015-2018 by the Roads and Maritime Bridge
teams. A spectacular effort, and one
rewarded by winning the prestigious Heritage
Australia " Colin Crisp " Award in 2019. A
beautiful structure, and one well worth a
visit, especially at night due to the
architectural lighting.
We then set off via the Murrabit/Gonn
Crossing Bridge, on the way to Swan Hill.
There we walked the last of our bridges on
this tour, the State Heritage listed Swan Hill
Timber Truss Bridge. After morning tea and a
fuel top up, our next stop was the Jeraly
Museum at Moulamein.
There we were greeted by volunteers who
gave us a guided tour of the partially rebuilt
Museum and its future plans. Lunch followed
in the Town Centre before heading our noses
for home.
A big thank you to Sam for his meticulous
planning and research; as well as leading a
big crew of 12 vehicles. A lot of information
and heaps of fun was shared on our tour.
Alan Pottie

ACTIVITY; Vic High Country Snow Chasing
Seven excited people and their trusty steeds
left a wet and overcast Wagga Wagga about
0700 hrs on Friday 19th August with their
noses squarely on the Vic High Country in the
middle of winter. Would have been a bit
earlier, but for yours truly sleeping in. Woken
by Scotty at the side door….
Lead by Chris Parr ( GQ Patrol ) and followed
by Scott Sainsbury ( Amarok ), Jason Hussey (
Ford Ranger ), Catherine McCracken ( Triton ),
Danny Davey ( GU Patrol ), Grant Gablonski (
Colorado ), and Alan Pottie ( Prado 120 ).
After smoko at Mytrleford’s Bakery and a top
up of fuel, we hit Mount Buggery Track
amongst beautiful blue skies. and travelled
some spectacular ridgelines and the way to
camp Beveridges Satation just outside the
Alpine National Park.
On the way we were continuously stopped by
swollen creeks and Rivers…man, they were a
pumpin!!
Friday night was spent camped next to the
Buckland River, which was running with a very
peaceful dull roar. A fat possum decided to
come down from the trees and see what food
we still had to share. Rain then set in after we
hit the sack, leaving us to enjoy the sound of
it on the tents and awnings.

ACTIVITY; Murray River Bridges Tour; Day 3 by Alan Pottie
Next day would prove a long one (n 0830 to
approx. 1900 hrs ) with the planned tracks
halted on several occasions by swollen
creeks.
We hit the snow at Mt Sarah and threw the
obligatory snowballs. This summit was
protected somewhat by a pretty nasty series
of deep muddy tracks. A minor rescue with
recovery boards got Catherine out of a
slippery patch.
Most of the rest of the day was spent
following Tea Tree Range and Wombat
Range. This long trek was eventually halted
at the swinging Bridge spot, which normally
was an easy creek crossing….but not today, it
was up a good metre and flowing very
swiftly. Turning around and heading back to
camp via a different route lead us to a steep
hillclimb of slippery, deep ruts.
All vehicles except the Prado, Patrols and
Colorado needed some assistance. Catherine
made a gallant effort but just needed a short
section of towing to get up. Scotty unluckily
slipped into one of the deep ruts and popped
a bead.

ACTIVITY; Murray River Bridges Tour; Day 3 by Alan Pottie
A bush fix under Parry’s guidance by jacking the
wheel, cleaning the bead and re-inflating got
him going after a short section of self winching
and towing. Jason then attacked the climb, just
needing a bit of winching and recovery board
placement. Grant took a clever line adjacent to
the track under Parry’s direction…. No issues.
This little section, however, cost us another
hour, and with darkness falling, a run back to
camp gave us a chance to test our lights and
ooze through the closing fog. While a lot of fun,
all were getting a little weary after a long day.
Another great camp fire, under the stars this
time. Good food, good company spent over a
more sedate group.
A Leisurely start was decided on for a Sunday
morning departure, starting with the smell of
coffee, bacon and eggs, curried sausages and
home made hash browns!!
Hitting the road at 100 hrs via the vibrant little
township of Porepunkah for a fuel stop and real
coffee, before hitting the Yackandandah State
Forests to explore the tracks for future trips.
Danny Davey was able to share his experiences
of this area, and along with Scotty and Parry,
were able to take us on a short tour of some of
the tracks. Scotty found the rumoured
Underground Hut, where he been on an early
trip with the 4WD Club a few years before. A
very interesting Hut.
A great weekend was had by all, big thank you
to Chris Parr for planning and leading the trip

ACTIVITY; Winch Maintenance; Paul KIngdom
Our quarry morning on Sunday 21st August started outside the RAAF Base with a
good lot of members showing up. By the time we got out to the quarry and set up
for the winch maintenance demo we had 16 vehicles. A great turn out.
To start with we took people through the hazards associated with a winch
demonstration as a group discussion. After doing that we checked with the group
if anyone wanted to do their own thing or be a part of the demonstration,
everyone wanted to be a part of demonstration.
So I got started, I took people through the electrics and the mechanical side of
the winch whilst being still mounted on the vehicle. After doing this we did a live
winching demonstration and took into account all the safety aspects of the
straps, shackles and gear we use for winching. With the live winching
demonstration we showed people the hand signals and the 30 seconds on and off
procedure.
After this we had some morning tea in the sunshine and then let people have a
go at using their own winches and making sure that they worked. John Kent also
then took people for a dive around the quarry for those who wanted to play. All
in all, it was a great morning and a good turnout, thanks for everyone who came
out.
Regards
Paul Kingdom

SPONSORS

Thank you to our local sponsors for supporting our club and our members.

Please email your completed form to treasurer.wagga4wdc@gmail.com or deliver at our monthly general meeting
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